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Abstract We collected high-resolution LiDAR-based spatial and reach-average flow resistance data at a
range of flows in headwater stream channels of the Fraser Experimental Forest, Colorado, USA. Using these
data, we implemented a random field approach for assessing the variability of detrended bed elevations
and flow depths for both the entire channel width and the thalweg-centered 50% of the channel width (to
exclude bank effects). The spatial characteristics of these channels, due to bedforms, large clasts and
instream wood, were compared with Darcy-Weisbach f and stream type through the use of the first four
probability density function moments (mean, variance, skewness, kurtosis). The standard deviation of the
bed elevations (rz) combined with depth (h), as relative bedform submergence (h/rz), was well correlated
with f (R2 5 0.81) for the 50% of channel width. The explained variance decreased substantially (R2 5 0.69)
when accounting for the entire width, indicating lesser contribution of channel edges to flow resistance.
The flow depth skew also explained a substantial amount of the variance in f (R2 5 0.78). A spectrum of
channel types is evident in depth plots of skew versus kurtosis, with channel types ranging from plane bed,
transitional, step pool/cascade, to cascade. These results varied when bank effects were included or
excluded, although definitive patterns were observed for both analyses. Random field analyses may be valu-
able for developing tools for predicting flow resistance, as well as for quantifying the spectrum of morpho-
logic change in high-gradient channel types, from plane bed through cascade.

1. Introduction

The spatial characterization of alluvial channels can be valuable for describing geomorphic form, for such
applications as roughness and sediment transport prediction as well as stream type descriptions and quan-
tification of biotic habitat. Longitudinal profiles, which are two-dimensional spatial data that are commonly
collected in the channel thalweg, have been a standard tool for describing fluvial geomorphology while
such tools as Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR), total stations, acoustic soundings, and survey-grade GPS
provide opportunities to describe the three-dimensional form of stream channels through pointclouds and
digital elevation models (DEMs). Stream channel form has been assessed using both longitudinal profiles
and DEMs through an evaluation of the continuous wavefields, using such tools as the random field
approach to assess statistical variability.

The random field approach has long been utilized to evaluate bedform characteristics and dynamics in allu-
vial channels [Kennedy, 1963; Hino, 1968; Nordin, 1971; Jain and Kennedy, 1974; Furbish, 1987; Robert, 1988;
Clifford et al., 1992; Nikora et al., 1997] using data collected in laboratory and field settings. The random field
approach implements continuous spatial stream data, typically treating topographic survey data as a ran-
dom field of bed elevations and describing these forms using such probability density function moments as
the mean, variance, skew, and kurtosis, as well as correlation, spectra, and structure functions [Aberle et al.,
2010; Coleman et al., 2011]. The more recent availability of high-resolution DEMs has allowed the use of the
random field approach to spatially characterize bedforms in a more comprehensive way [Aberle and Nikora,
2006; Aberle et al., 2010; Coleman et al., 2011]. These studies have commonly focused on lower-gradient
sand-bed channels, with plane bed, ripple, dune and antidune bedforms, although numerous analyses have
also been performed on gravel-bed streams [Furbish, 1987; Robert, 1988; Clifford et al., 1992; Nikora et al.,
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1998; Aberle and Smart, 2003; Nikora and Walsh, 2004; Aberle and Nikora, 2006; Coleman et al., 2011], while lim-
ited work has been performed in higher-gradient channels [Aberle and Smart, 2003; Trevisani et al., 2010].

A substantial amount of recent field-based work has focused on flow resistance in high gradient channels.
For example, the impact of grain size and relative grain submergence, boulder clustering, stream type, and
instream wood density on flow resistance has been investigated [Lee and Ferguson, 2002; Ferguson, 2007;
Reid and Hickin, 2008; Wohl and Merritt, 2008; David et al., 2010a; David et al., 2011; Nitsche et al., 2012]. Addi-
tionally, bedforms have been assessed for their contributions to flow resistance and usefulness for resist-
ance and flow velocity prediction [Aberle and Smart, 2003; Yochum et al., 2012; Nitsche et al., 2012]. These
works have typically focused on two-dimensional spatial data sets, such as longitudinal profiles, and specific
feature surveys (boulder or wood presence, concentration, size), rather than three-dimensional channel
forms. This is understandable considering the substantial challenges associated with measuring the entire
form of stream channels in the field, in mountainous settings.

A data set collected in high-gradient stream channels of the Fraser Experimental Forest, Colorado, USA,
with measured average reach velocity and flow resistance measurements combined with LiDAR and total
station measurements of bedform and other flow resistance structures, provides an opportunity to explore
three-dimensional spatial relationships in cascade, step pool and plane bed stream channels and illuminate
random field variables helpful for quantifying bedforms and their contribution to flow resistance. While a
number of previous works based on the 15 stream reaches of the Fraser data set have been published
[David et al., 2010a, 2010b, 2011, Yochum et al., 2012], this is the first article to explore the three-
dimensional forms as described by the LiDAR data set. To that end, the goal of this paper is to evaluate the
application of the mean, variance, skew, and kurtosis statistical moments for describing bedform character-
istics in these high-gradient channels and relating the descriptors to flow resistance and channel type.
Grouped sets of these spatial variables describing reach-average detrended DEMs and depth variability are
compared to flow resistance. Bank affects are explored by both including and excluding data collected in
the vicinity of the channel margins. Channel types are also compared to Sk-Ku plots, to assess the capability
of such a method for quantifying a spectrum of channel types, from plane bed though cascade.

2. Methods

We collected spatial information and average reach velocity data in 15 high-gradient channels of the U.S.
Forest Service (USFS) Fraser Experimental Forest, CO, USA, in East Saint Louis (ESL) Creek and Fool Creek
(FC). These are snowmelt-dominated streams, with catchment sizes varying from 0.69 to 8.5 km2. Data were
collected on four cascades, nine step-pools, one transitional, and one plane-bed stream reaches, with slopes
ranging from 1.5 to 20%. Instream wood was present in all reaches, both within steps and dispersed
throughout the reaches. Large clasts anchored instream wood, increasing step heights, bed variability and
flow resistance. Reaches were initiated and terminated at similar bedform points and had consistent mor-
phology, depth variability, and wood loading throughout. The reach breaks were verified through inspec-
tion of longitudinal profiles. Four of the 15 reaches are illustrated in Figure 1; additional photographs are
available [Yochum, 2010; Yochum and Bledsoe, 2010; Yochum et al. 2014].

Average reach velocity was measured using a Rhodamine WT tracer, for discharges ranging from low to
approximately bankfull. Discharge was measured by the USFS using sharp-crested weirs. Spatial data were
collected using terrestrial LiDAR scanning for above low-flow channel features, with longitudinal profiles
and gridded point data collected using a total station for below-water features, providing a high-resolution
geometric representation of the stream reaches at each specific flow. The velocity data were used in combi-
nation with the spatial data to compute the Darcy-Weisbach f. A summary of the field data collection and
computational methodologies are provided below. For additional details on these techniques, see Yochum
[2010], David et al. [2010a], and Yochum et al. [2012].

2.1. Velocity and Flow Resistance
Average reach velocities were computed as the thalweg flow path length divided by the travel time. The
travel time was measured using Rhodamine WT dye, with replicates of four to five injections. Measurements
were made at a 1 s time step using two synchronized fluorometers mounted to rebar in the thalweg at the
reach limits. Travel time was computed using a spatial harmonic mean, which can be the most appropriate
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method under steady flow conditions [Walden, 2004; Zimmermann, 2010]. Additional details of the methodol-
ogy are provided in Yochum [2010]. To address data noise due to sunlight and aeration, a single-pass three-
point median smoothing methodology was applied to the tracer data [Tukey, 1974]. Median smoothing tends
to preserve sharp signal edges while filtering out impulses [Gallagher and Wise, 1981; Ataman et al., 1981].

The Darcy-Weisbach equation is:

V5

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
8gRSf

f

r
(1)

where V is the average reach velocity (m/s); f is the friction factor; Sf is the friction slope (m/m); g is the accel-
eration due to gravity; R, the hydraulic radius, is computed as A/Pw; A is the cross-sectional area (m2); and Pw

Figure 1. Typical reach conditions, during low flow. Average bankfull width: 1.0 to 3.0 m.
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is the wetted perimeter (m). All of the
terms are reach-averaged values,
hence providing average flow resist-
ance in each reach at each flow stage.

2.2. Spatial Surveying and
Processing
Spatial data were collected with a ter-
restrial LiDAR scanner (Leica HDS
Scanstation) for features above the
low flow water surface, at 1 to 5 cm
scale. Each of the reaches was
scanned from multiple directions to
minimize shadow. For below-water
features, gridded points and longitudi-
nal profile points were collected with
a total station, at a 5 to 30 cm scale
(depending upon bed variability). The
fifteen reach lengths varied from 6.2
to 35 m, with flow widths from 0.7 to
4.0 m. From the LiDAR scans and addi-

tional total station data, cross sections were developed at an interval of 0.75 to 1.50 m over the 6–35 m
reach lengths, for a total of nine to 27 sections for each reach. Averages of these cross-sectional data were
used to compute the f values.

The processing of the spatial data was performed in Leica Cyclone (version 6.0) and ArcGIS (version 9.3). In
these heavily vegetated reaches, the initial LiDAR pointclouds had a substantial amount of nonflow-
impacting vegetation also picked up by the scans. This geometric noise was manually removed. After this
step, for the nonlow flow resistance measurements, the following process was followed to extract the spa-
tial data utilized in this analysis, for each of the 44 flow resistance measurements. From longitudinal surveys
of the water surface, at the thalweg, and left and right channel edges, triangular irregular network (TIN)
mesh models of the water surface were created, from which 5cm resolution DEMs were created. Using the
resulting water surface extent (which varies for each measurement), the bed point clouds were cleaned to
remove all points outside the flow volume, hence providing a spatial field that includes bedform features,
large clasts, and instream wood. Breaklines were then created, to provide the most appropriate representa-
tion of bedform. Using the pointclouds and breaklines, a TIN and 5cm DEM were created. From these two
sets of DEMs, two different spatial data sets were developed: a depth variability data set, computed by sim-
ply subtracting the bed DEM from the water surface TIN, and a detrended bed elevation data set. This
detrended data set was computed by setting a reference plane along the channel thalweg, with the origin
at the upstream terminus of the thalweg longitudinal profile, x axis aligned with the longitudinal profile, y
axis as the transverse dimension, and z axis set with an origin along the regression of the longitudinal pro-
file. The results indicate that this method reasonably detrended the data set, though the absolute effective-
ness of the method for eliminating all of the slope affects is unknown. Finally, to assess bank affects, the
center 50% of the reach was extracted using an analysis mask centered about the thalweg. This 50% was
selected in response to field observations (at about bankfull flow) that the center 50% of the channel width
was substantially more effective for conveyance. For additional information on the methods utilized for
extracting this information, see Yochum [2010].

2.3. Statistical Analyses
Probability density function moments can be an effective method for describing and interpreting bed mor-
phology; in this paper, both detrended bed elevations and flow depths were assessed. Assuming a homoge-
neous and ergodic field [Aberle et al., 2010, Coleman et al., 2011], with ergodic referring to a situation where,
generally speaking, the field has the same behavior when averaged over both time and space, the first four
moments describing a surface spatial distribution were computed as:

Figure 2. Probability density function schematic, illustrating skew (Sk) and kur-
tosis (Ku).
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where a is the individual spatial measure-
ment, and r is the standard deviation.

Skew and kurtosis variability are illustrated
in Figure 2. A positive skew (Sk) indicates
a preponderance of lower (detrended) ele-
vation or depth values in a population of
reach measurements, with higher, outlying
values present, while a negative skew indi-
cates a preponderance of higher magni-
tude measurements, with lower, outlying
values present. A negative kurtosis (Ku)
indicates more consistent (detrended) ele-
vation or depth measurements (variance is
due to moderately sized deviations), while
a positive kurtosis indicates less consistent
measurements (variance is more the result
of extreme deviations, i.e., heavy tails). Due
to bank effects, the inclusion of the chan-
nel edges in these small channels may vio-
late the assumption of homogeneity;
computations were performed for both the
entire channel width and the center 50%
of the channel width and the results
compared.

Simple linear and multivariate regressions
were performed on the assembled data set,
using R (version 2.1.2). Where appropriate,
natural logarithmic transformations were
applied, which provided good adherence to
the regression assumptions of linearity, homo-
scedasticity, and independent and normally
distributed residuals.

3. Results

Forty four sets of flow resistance, detrended
DEM, and depth variability were computed.
These data sets were quantified using proba-
bility density function moments, and com-
pared by reach type. Each of the 44
measurements on the 15 reaches was unique,

Figure 3. Depth variability for bankfull flow, reach ESL-1. Pixel size is
5 cm, with 32,300 points.
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Figure 4. (a) Example bed variability plots and histograms, at about bankfull flow and ordered with increasing flow resistance. See text for symbol definitions. (b) Example bed variability
plots and histograms, at about bankfull flow and ordered with increasing flow resistance. See text for symbol definitions.
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reflecting the variability in flow extent and
stage by discharge. Depth variability for
reach ESL-1 at bankfull flow is illustrated
(Figure 3). This image illustrates key flow
resistance elements and the spatial resolu-
tion. Depth variability is shown, rather than
detrended elevation, since flow resistance
features are more easily observed in the
depth variability plots.

Four example sets of measurements col-
lected at about bankfull flow, spanning a
range in channel types, are summarized
(Figure 4), with the additional data provided
(Appendix A). The figure is ordered (from
top to bottom) with increasing flow resist-
ance. Figure 4a provides general reach
characteristics, such as measured flow
resistance, average reach velocity, average
discharge at which the measurement was
collected, average depth throughout the
field of n points, and friction slope, while
also providing histograms and metrics
describing the detrended elevation and
flow depth fields for the full channel width.
These descriptors are the standard devia-
tion, the three-dimensional relative bed-
form submergence (h/r) [Yochum et al.,
2012], and the skew and kurtosis for both
the detrended elevation (subset z) and
depth (subset h). Histograms and metrics
for the 50% channel width, about the thal-
weg, are also provided (Figure 4b). The
extent of this censored data set is illustrated
in the depth variability plots of Figure 4a.
The bin count for each histogram is 50.

Plots illustrating the relationship of flow
resistance with h/r, as well as Sk and Ku, for
detrended elevation and depth and for
both the full and 50% channel widths, are
illustrated (Figure 5). The coefficient of
determination (R2) of each relationship is
also provided. These fits correspond to
power relationships (h/r, Figures 5a–5d),
exponential relationships (Skh, Figures 5f
and 5h), and linear relationships (Skz, Ku). In
general, h/r is highly related to flow resist-
ance, Skh is well related to flow resistance
while Skz is not, and Ku is poorly correlated
with flow resistance in these high-gradient
channels.

Following work by Coleman et al. [2011] in
gravel and sand-bed channels, Sk versus Ku
plots were developed for these high-gradient

Figure 4. (continued)
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cobble and boulder dominated channels (Figure 6). These Sk-Ku planes were computed for the detrended eleva-
tion and depth, for both the full and 50% channel widths. The depth Sk-Ku field plots indicate a spectrum of
channel types across the plane, from plane bed to cascade.

4. Discussion

This LiDAR-derived high-resolution spatial data set of high-gradient channels in the Fraser Experimental For-
est, with corresponding measurements of reach-average flow resistance at a range of discharges, provides
an opportunity for exploration of three-dimensional measures of geometric variability though a random
field analysis. This field analysis includes elevation and depth variability due to bedform induced by
instream wood and large clasts, discrete pieces of instream wood, and, in the case of the full channel width
analyses, bankform. The characteristics of detrended elevations and depths were investigated and com-
pared to the Darcy-Weisbach f. Detrending the elevations was necessary, to exclude variation due to slope.
Using longitudinal profiles and the entire data set of 59 measurements, not detrending the data reduced
the explained variance for f versus h/rz from 80 to 58% [Yochum et al., 2012].

4.1. Random Field Characteristics and Flow Resistance
Relative bedform submergence (h/rz) is inversely proportional to flow resistance in the Fraser stream
reaches (Figures 5a–5d). As indicated by correlation, submergence based on rz is more effective than rh,
with exclusion of the outer edges of the channel increasing the prediction accuracy. Using the center 50%
of the channel width, h/rz explains 81% in the variation in the Darcy-Weisbach f. The reduction in explained
variance when using the entire channel width indicates that channel edges contribute less to flow resist-
ance than the thalweg area in these channel types, which is a reasonable finding since morphological varia-
tion is more vertical than horizontal in steep streams. Additionally, the finding that rz is powerful for
prediction makes sense, since greater bed elevation variability provides more opportunity for both form
and spill flow resistance. Form resistance is caused by secondary currents and eddying from such obstacles
as boulders, instream wood, and bank variability. Spill resistance is incurred from a sudden flow decelera-
tion, where rapid flow and impinging jets impact on slow-moving water, resulting in turbulence and
hydraulic jumps. In high-gradient channels, spill resistance is typically dominant [Kaufmann, 1987; Curran
and Wohl, 2003; MacFarlane and Wohl, 2003; Wilcox et al., 2006; Kaufmann et al., 2008; Comiti et al., 2009; David
et al., 2011]; the finding that h/rz is well correlated with flow resistance supports these findings.

Submergence computed from a thalweg longitudinal profile [Yochum et al., 2012] for this data set explains
the same amount of variance, with the three-dimensional computations well correlated (R2 5 0.85) with
two-dimentional longitudinal profile values. Hence, the Fraser data set indicates that flow resistance predic-
tion using relative bedform submergence computed from the three-dimensional variability provides no
advantage to submergence computed from simpler-to-measure longitudinal profiles. This is helpful for pre-
diction and application since longitudinal profiles are simpler to measure. It also illustrates the dominance
of the thalweg bedform in flow resistance generation in these stream types.

The inspection of residuals can be helpful in understanding underlying processes contributing to flow
resistance as well as identifying potential grouping and generalizations. An examination of student residuals
of the f versus h/rz 50% channel width regression (Figure 7) indicates that h/rz overpredicts resistance in
the steeper cascade reaches as well as the plane-bed reach. The plane-bed reach measurements were also
consistently overpredicted, especially at bankfull flow. In contrast, the transitional reach measurements
were predicted relatively well; the slightly greater bedforms expressed in the transitional reach translate to
more appropriate use of h/rz for flow resistance prediction. In general, the step pool reach predictions were
least biased, although underprediction of flow resistance using h/rz is apparent at times, especially for
lower-magnitude discharges. More substantial overprediction of flow resistance was noted for the steepest
cascade channels (FC-5 and 6) at the highest flow; flow characteristics may be shifting toward a skimming
regime at bankfull flow. In a full skimming regime, hydraulic jumps and aeration are eliminated and the
flow becomes completely critical or supercritical [Comiti et al., 2009], instead of alternating between super-
critical and subcritical flow in the nappe regime typical in these stream reaches. With reach-average Froude
numbers of about 0.50 and only partial submergence of the bedforms, a full skimming regime is not occurring;
however, these steep, higher-flow measurements may have been collected in a transition zone. Comiti et al.
[2009] found a sharp reduction in flow resistance in their mobile-bed laboratory study with a critical flow
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depth/average step height (hc/z) ratio of 1.2 to 1.7, while bankfull flows in FC-5 and FC-6 have hc/z ratios of
about 1.1 and 1.0, respectively.

While Skz is poorly correlated with flow resistance (Figures 5e and 5g), Skh does correlate well with flow
resistance (Figures 5f and 5h), with flow resistance increasing as Skh increases. Mechanistically, this finding
makes sense because increasing positive skew indicates outlying higher magnitude depths are present (Fig-
ure 2), providing more opportunity for both form and spill resistance. As with relative bedform submer-
gence, Sk predicted using only the center 50% of the channel width correlates better with flow resistance
(R2 5 0.78) than using the entire channel width (R2 5 0.62). Skh adjusted to maintain a positive value (to
allow a power model fit) was combined with h/rz in a multiple regression model. The resulting model
explained 83% of the flow resistance variation, with both variables being highly significant (0.00048 and
0.0058, respectively). Skh and h/rz were not well correlated with eachother (R2 5 0.25).

For the Fraser channels, Kuz and Kuh correlate poorly with flow resistance (Figures 5i–5l). This data set indi-
cates that Ku does not have value for predicting flow resistance in high-gradient channels.

4.2. Sk-Ku Plane
Sk versus Ku plots of the Fraser data indicate substantially different results when comparing analyses per-
formed with the entire channel width versus the center 50% of the channel width (Figure 6). Plots also var-
ied between detrended bed elevations and depth. In general, the plane bed measurements are grouped

Figure 5. Relationship of Darcy-Weisbach f with standard deviation (r), skew (Sk) and kurtosis (Ku) of detrended bed elevations (z) and depths (h), for the entire channel width and the
center 50% of the width.
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differently than measurements collected in channels with more substantial bedforms, and cascade channels
have higher Kuz values than step pool channels.

For the Fraser database, the plane bed measurements (Figure 6b) match the findings of Coleman et al.
[2011] (Figure 8) for laboratory-based armored gravel and sand plane bed channels. In these cases, plane
bed channels are shown to have both large positive Skz and large positive Kuz. However, this is only the
case when the outer 50% of the channel beds are excluded. Kuz is sensitive to these bank effects, with the
plane bed Kuz becoming negative when the channel edges are included in the data set (Figure 6a). Skz val-
ues are also impacted by bank effects, but not as substantially. Additionally, the cascade and step pool val-
ues for Kuz versus Skz plot similarly to the results found by the grouping of ripple and dune sand bed
channels; channels with bedforms tend to have negative to slightly positive Skz values, with Ku ranging
from 21 to 11. Hence, the Fraser data set generally supports the summary presented in Coleman et al.
[2011, Figure 9], with bedform channels grouped in the vicinity of the origin and plane bed channels
grouped independently with both positive Skz and Kuz. Importantly, the Fraser data set indicates that bank
effects need to be excluded for this generalization to hold.

Variation between stream channel types is evident in the Sk versus Ku plots (Figures 6c and 6d), although
these relationships vary between the full channel width and 50% channel width data sets. This variation is
expressed as a spectrum, with the channels with the most cascade-like features having the highest Kuh and
Skh values and those with more of a cascade to step pool transitional form (ESL-3 and 7) being grouped
with values collected in step pool channels. On the negative Skh side of the plots, this spectrum is also

Figure 6. Sk – Ku plane, for both (a, b) detrended elevations (z) and (c, d) depths (h), for the entire channel width and the center 50% of the width.
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evident in the plane bed to step pool tran-
sitional reaches, with the least bedforms
associated with most negative Skh. With
the plane bed (and transitional) Kuh values
being most sensitive to bank effects, the
variation relationship shifts most substan-
tially in channels with the least bedforms,
while the relationships are similar for
channels with greater bedforms.

4.3. Full Versus 50% Channel Width
Exclusion of the channel bank zone in
these narrow streams has substantial
impacts upon computations, for both the
flow resistance and the Sk-Ku plane evalu-
ations. For example, including only the
center 50% of the channel width about
the thalweg increases the explained var-
iance of f (using h/rz) from 69 to 81%. Bed
variability due to clasts and wood on the
outer edges of the channels provide less
contribution to average reach flow resist-
ance than bed variability in the vicinity of
the thalweg. This finding complements
field observations that velocity (and unit
discharge) is substantially higher in the
vicinity of the thalweg than toward the
channel edges; edge effects are substan-
tial in these high-gradient Fraser stream
reaches. As with relative bedform submer-
gence, skew as predicted using only the
center 50% of the channel width explains

more variability in f (R2 5 0.78 versus 0.62), providing additional evidence that bed variability in the vicinity
of the thalweg contributes substantially more to flow resistance than the channel edges. Additionally, the
results of the Sk – Ku analyses match previous research [Coleman et al., 2011] only if the bank zones are
excluded from the analyses. Hence, in these relatively small high-gradient streams, the channel in the vicin-
ity of the thalweg is more effective and most appropriate in random field analyses.

4.4. Elevation Versus Depth Fields
Past research on random fields of stream channels has focused on elevation variability [Furbish, 1987; Rob-
ert, 1988; Clifford et al., 1992; Nikora et al., 1997; Nikora et al., 1998; Aberle and Smart, 2003; Smart et al., 2004;
Aberle and Nikora, 2006; Aberle et al., 2010; Coleman et al., 2011]; however, these findings indicate that depth
fields can also be valuable in high-gradient streams. Histograms (Figure 4) illustrate that, in lower gradient
channels, depth variability appears to be similar to the mirror of bed elevation variability, due to a relatively
planar water surface. As stream gradient increases, flow becomes more varied and the variables (elevation
and depth) diverge. This mirroring is evident in the histograms for FC-2 and ESL-3. The r and Sk values can
quantify this effect (Figure 4 and Appendix A). In lower-gradient reaches (ESl-6 and 7, FC1 and 2), rz and rh

are very similar, while in higher-gradient reaches (ESL-5, FC-4, 5, and 6), rz and rh are substantially different.
For Sk, the same lower-gradient reaches show similar magnitudes but opposite signs and are also more
divergent as gradient increases, with Skz and Skh both positive for the steepest reaches, FC-5 and 6. As indi-
cated by r, the variables diverge above slopes of about 9% (Figure 8).

With relative bedform submergence (h/rz) inversely proportional to flow resistance in the Fraser stream
reaches (Figures 5a–5d), submergence based on rz is more effective than rh for prediction (R2 5 0.81 versus

Figure 7. Student residuals of f v. h/rz regression (50% channel width).
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0.63). However, while Skz does not corre-
late well with flow resistance (Figures 5e
and 5g), Skh does correlate well (Figures 5f
and 5h). Skh having more explanatory
power than Skz apparently relates to the
divergence of z and h as stream gradient
increases and flow becomes more varied,
with rapidly varied flow of alternating
supercritical and subcritical flow on the
subreach scale as slope increases. In the
Kuh – Skh plots (Figures 6c and 6d), the
mirror effect of h versus z is also evident,

with opposite signed Sk values for the lower-gradient plane bed and transitional measurements. The differ-
ences between detrended z and h plots for the higher-gradient channels, with h showing more consistent
variation by channel type, illustrate the usefulness of depth fields. Random field computations based on
both elevation and depth have value for predicting flow resistance and sorting stream types in these Fraser
stream channels.

4.5. Random Field Analysis and Geomorphic Characterization
The illustrated field plots (Figure 4) indicate several interesting geomorphic characteristics, with analysis
ramifications. For example, cascade reach ESL-3 is overly wide, with a substantial amount of less-effective
flow area on the left (west) side of the channel and a bar in the middle of the channel. This is quantified by
the substantially negative elevation skew, with the largest negative magnitude skews in the Fraser data-
base. This is mirrored by the large magnitude positive depth skew. Channels with excessively negative ele-
vation skews may be directly analogous to high width/depth ratio channels. When only the center 50% of
the channel width is accounted for, the skew magnitude decreases and is no longer atypical. Additionally,
when only the center 50% of the channel is taken into account, h substantially increases and rz increases to
a lesser extent, resulting in a higher h/rz that better reflects the measured flow resistance. This more active
right portion of the channel has more step-pool characteristics than the left channel; hence, this reach may
be more appropriately characterized as having a step-pool-dominated bedform, explaining the outlying Sk-
Ku plot position (Figures 6c and 6d). In contrast, the depth variability plot for FC-5 indicates a bedform that
is dominated by a relatively random pattern, with long stretches of continuously tumbling flow over and
around clasts and wood. A couple of steps are noted, but extend for a small minority of the channel length.
Unlike reach ESL-3, this reach is fairly clearly a cascade channel as defined by Montgomery and Buffington
[1997]. Similarly, the depth variability plot for ESL-4 shows a number of channel-spanning steps that are
formed by bedrock, clasts, and wood; this is clearly a step-pool-dominated channel. Reach ESL-1 (Figures 1
and 3) also has a dominant step-pool channel form.

4.6. Data Set Limitations
The data set has high resolution for above the low-flow water surface, but has a lower resolution in the
deeper portions of the channels where the gridded total station data were used to fill gaps in the LiDAR
data set. While many points were collected, the DEMs were necessarily interpolated to the 5 cm resolution
in these wetted low flow areas. Additionally, since the water surface DEM was developed using thalweg and
left/right edge of banks, as opposed to using a more comprehensive method such as oblique LiDAR scan-
ning, there is error incorporated into the depth estimates. This is especially the case where the water surface
substantially varies across the width of a section. LiDAR scanning of the water surface was not possible due
to the time required to perform the scanning and excessively challenging field conditions during high flow.
These data collection limitations may introduce error in the results.

5. Conclusions

A high-gradient stream channel data set, with measured average reach velocity and flow resistance meas-
urements and LiDAR-derived characterization of flow resistance elements, provided an opportunity to
explore three-dimensional spatial relationships in cascade, step pool and plane bed stream channels. Ran-
dom field variables, such as the mean, variance, skew, and kurtosis statistical moments, were explored for

Figure 8. Divergence of rz and rh by channel slope.
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their utility in quantifying bedforms and their contribution to flow resistance. In general, h/r was found to
be highly related to flow resistance, Skh is well related to flow resistance while Skz is not, and Ku is poorly
correlated with flow resistance in these high-gradient channels. Sk versus Ku plots were developed for the
detrended elevation and depth, for both the full and 50% channel widths. The depth Sk-Ku field plots indi-
cate a spectrum of channel types across the plane, from plane bed to cascade. While this data set indicates
that flow resistance prediction using relative bedform submergence computed from the three-dimensional
variability is powerful for prediction, it provides no advantage to submergence computed from simpler-to-
measure longitudinal profiles. Exclusion of the channel bank zone in these narrow streams has substantial
impacts upon computations, for both the flow resistance and the Sk-Ku plane evaluations. Bed variability
due to clasts and wood on the outer edges of the channels provide less contribution to average reach flow
resistance than bed variability in the vicinity of the thalweg; the more effective portion of the channel in
the vicinity of the thalweg, with higher flow conveyance, can be most appropriate in random field
analyses.

Appendix A

Table A1. Spatial Characterization Data Set Implemented in Analyses

ID Channel Type Date f V (m/s) Q (m3/s) L (m) S (m/m)

Full Channel Width

n h (m) rz (m) h/rz Skz Kuz rh (m) h/rh Skh Kuh

ESL1 step-pool 10/06/2008 4.5 0.65 0.56 29.4 0.095 32288 0.31 0.27 1.15 0.19 20.36 0.17 1.82 0.27 20.24
ESL1 step-pool 22/07/2008 9.4 0.42 0.24 27.3 0.105 30100 0.24 0.22 1.10 0.12 0.51 0.14 1.71 0.55 20.0053
ESL2 step-pool 09/07/2007 7.0 0.45 0.22 13.9 0.093 16346 0.21 0.19 1.11 0.022 20.33 0.13 1.66 0.49 0.061
ESL2 step-pool 06/06/2008 4.8 0.61 0.53 13.7 0.094 17565 0.27 0.19 1.40 20.15 20.51 0.15 1.81 0.36 20.42
ESL2 step-pool 15/07/2008 4.3 0.59 0.31 14.0 0.093 14862 0.22 0.17 1.29 20.25 20.59 0.14 1.64 0.50 20.32
ESL3 cascade 10/07/2007 6.3 0.49 0.22 10.7 0.123 17839 0.16 0.16 1.06 20.90 0.28 0.13 1.24 0.94 0.07
ESL3 cascade 07/06/2008 3.7 0.71 0.46 10.2 0.129 18427 0.19 0.16 1.18 20.80 0.13 0.14 1.38 0.79 20.19
ESL3 cascade 15/07/2008 5.7 0.54 0.30 10.7 0.119 17216 0.18 0.16 1.11 20.93 0.21 0.15 1.22 0.87 20.17
ESL4 step-pool 10/07/2007 8.7 0.45 0.21 15.8 0.123 15517 0.21 0.18 1.15 20.89 0.91 0.13 1.55 0.77 0.37
ESL4 step-pool 07/06/2008 6.3 0.63 0.61 15.6 0.120 17338 0.29 0.26 1.13 0.23 1.36 0.18 1.66 0.62 0.20
ESL4 step-pool 14/07/2008 9.7 0.50 0.32 15.9 0.118 14620 0.28 0.19 1.42 20.57 0.30 0.15 1.80 0.49 20.053
ESL5 step-pool 12/07/2007 16.1 0.36 0.19 13.5 0.149 17212 0.17 0.19 0.86 20.68 0.20 0.12 1.44 0.76 0.17
ESL5 step-pool 09/06/2008 11.1 0.52 0.50 12.5 0.160 17924 0.23 0.20 1.14 20.69 0.26 0.14 1.69 0.46 20.15
ESL5 step-pool 14/07/2008 10.8 0.48 0.33 13.9 0.143 17334 0.21 0.19 1.08 20.50 0.069 0.14 1.50 0.98 1.55
ESL6 plane-bed 13/07/2007 0.67 0.58 0.19 6.5 0.015 7052 0.17 0.069 2.50 0.66 20.39 0.073 2.39 20.41 20.68
ESL6 plane-bed 09/06/2008 0.28 1.32 0.52 6.4 0.024 7559 0.25 0.11 2.30 0.65 20.71 0.11 2.26 20.61 20.73
ESL6 plane-bed 14/07/2008 0.76 0.61 0.32 6.4 0.015 6454 0.24 0.093 2.55 0.70 20.42 0.10 2.41 20.57 20.56
ESL7 cascade 12/07/2007 4.8 0.50 0.20 22.9 0.087 22774 0.17 0.13 1.26 20.36 0.41 0.11 1.60 0.40 20.64
ESL7 cascade 08/06/2008 3.5 0.69 0.52 22.1 0.085 24188 0.24 0.16 1.54 20.03 20.0030 0.14 1.74 0.33 20.60
ESL7 cascade 15/07/2008 4.8 0.55 0.30 24.0 0.081 20965 0.22 0.15 1.48 20.14 0.11 0.13 1.63 0.46 20.38
ESL8 Step-pool 11/07/2007 6.0 0.46 0.21 31.4 0.089 26234 0.18 0.14 1.26 20.36 0.068 0.11 1.56 0.47 20.52
ESL8 step-pool 09/06/2008 4.2 0.64 0.46 30.7 0.094 34626 0.21 0.17 1.24 20.36 20.064 0.14 1.50 0.59 20.40
ESL8 step-pool 16/07/2008 5.3 0.53 0.29 32.6 0.087 29620 0.20 0.16 1.24 20.45 20.16 0.13 1.53 0.61 20.18
ESL9 step-pool 11/07/2007 8.8 0.43 0.20 16.2 0.103 16313 0.21 0.16 1.30 20.0080 20.46 0.12 1.72 0.34 20.49
ESL9 step-pool 08/06/2008 5.5 0.64 0.57 16.3 0.115 17392 0.29 0.19 1.56 0.16 20.43 0.15 1.91 0.22 20.58
ESL9 step-pool 16/07/2008 7.4 0.47 0.28 16.5 0.097 15057 0.25 0.17 1.50 0.026 20.54 0.14 1.82 0.29 20.58
FC1 transitional 05/07/2007 3.0 0.40 0.049 23.7 0.061 14403 0.11 0.074 1.46 20.25 20.24 0.057 1.90 20.01 20.56
FC1 transitional 11/06/2008 1.3 0.79 0.23 23.1 0.063 16142 0.18 0.10 1.88 0.36 20.11 0.082 2.24 20.31 20.69
FC1 transitional 23/07/2008 5.0 0.30 0.037 23.2 0.061 13613 0.10 0.072 1.38 20.28 20.19 0.053 1.90 0.055 20.63
FC2 step-pool 07/07/2007 4.1 0.37 0.043 15.1 0.072 7041 0.10 0.068 1.54 20.085 20.23 0.061 1.72 0.48 20.060
FC2 step-pool 11/06/2008 2.2 0.66 0.24 14.4 0.071 7558 0.21 0.095 2.24 0.40 0.045 0.093 2.28 20.17 20.60
FC2 step-pool 23/07/2008 8.0 0.28 0.038 14.2 0.072 6523 0.12 0.070 1.76 20.11 20.22 0.067 1.83 0.26 20.58
FC3 step-pool 06/07/2007 11.8 0.26 0.045 14.9 0.089 6920 0.12 0.11 1.16 20.051 20.34 0.068 1.80 0.22 20.81
FC3 step-pool 12/06/2008 5.4 0.51 0.22 13.5 0.092 8155 0.22 0.14 1.53 20.053 20.53 0.12 1.78 0.17 20.74
FC3 step-pool 22/07/2008 26.3 0.18 0.039 12.2 0.099 6741 0.12 0.10 1.13 20.10 20.62 0.070 1.65 0.59 20.21
FC4 step-pool 07/07/2007 21.1 0.24 0.042 19.0 0.132 8951 0.14 0.14 0.96 20.44 20.068 0.083 1.64 0.67 0.55
FC4 step-pool 12/06/2008 6.3 0.59 0.22 18.9 0.135 8916 0.25 0.17 1.49 0.036 0.16 0.13 1.95 0.37 0.13
FC4 step-pool 21/07/2008 15.8 0.27 0.045 19.8 0.127 9154 0.13 0.15 0.85 20.15 0.062 0.078 1.61 0.77 0.38
FC5 cascade 08/07/2007 18.2 0.24 0.015 13.1 0.171 4281 0.09 0.11 0.84 20.12 0.54 0.060 1.54 1.04 2.00
FC5 cascade 25/06/2008 4.5 0.64 0.15 11.9 0.186 5198 0.16 0.14 1.09 0.33 0.28 0.094 1.68 1.03 2.96
FC5 cascade 17/07/2008 18.9 0.24 0.017 11.9 0.184 3880 0.10 0.12 0.78 0.24 0.082 0.062 1.57 0.72 0.50
FC6 cascade 08/07/2007 17.8 0.24 0.014 19.8 0.184 6596 0.08 0.13 0.64 20.053 20.079 0.058 1.45 1.12 1.93
FC6 cascade 25/06/2008 4.8 0.62 0.14 19.1 0.200 7308 0.14 0.14 1.06 0.18 0.56 0.079 1.82 0.50 0.23
FC6 cascade 17/07/2008 18.9 0.23 0.017 20.6 0.178 5996 0.09 0.13 0.71 20.041 20.020 0.059 1.54 1.12 1.99
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